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APPROXIMATE CORES OF A GENERAL CLASS OF ECONOMIES:

-dPART II. SET-UP COSTS AND FIRM FORMATION IN

COALITION PRODUCTION ECONOMIES*

by

Martin Shubik** and Ayrna Holtz Wooders***

ABSTRACT

A general model of a coalition production economy allowing set-

up costs, indivisibilities, and non-convexities is developed. It is

shown that for all sufficiently large replications, approximate cores

of the economy are non-empty.
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1. Cores, Coalition Production Economies, Entry, Exit and Merger

General equilibrium theory is noninstitutional, or as Koopmans

has remarked "preinstitutional." The basic description of the economy

is given in terms of individuals, goods, preferences and production sets.

Oligopoly theory, partial equilibrium theory and the study of game

theoretic models of the economy in strategic form are institutional.

Markets and firms and even money are assumed to exist. Cooperative game

theory can be either. We can take as primitive concepts goods, indivi-

duals and groups of Individuals,and the preferences and production sets

of ndividuals and groups. Alternatively we can define firms and firms-

in-being, specify the manner of trade in the markets, define what is

meant by entry and exit and fully formulate the game in strategic form.

Taking the game in strategic form as a point of departure we may then

consider what coalitions can achieve and hence can calculate the char-

acteristic function. This calculation will depend with some delicacy

upon the assumptions we make about the nature of externalities caused

by having to trade through markets and how we calculate the threat poten-

tial that a set of agents S has upon the set S . The von Neumann-

Morgenstern characteristic function is calculated assuming maximin

behavior by S and S . A procedure suggested by Harsanyi takes into

account the costs of carrying out threats to the threatener. For a

certain class of Sames (called by Shavle. and Shubik "c-games"--see

Shubik, 1982) the distinction does n,.- ret. We make this concept

clear and note below that exchange economies belong to this class, but F]

economies with exchange and production pose difficulties.

The original approaches to studying the core of an economy with

exchange only, of dgeworth (1881), Shubik (1959) and Debreu and Scarf Codes
I/or

S.-,1.
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(1963) were all based upon what amounted to the straightforward construc-

tion of a characteristic f-anction directly and easily from the basic

economic data. Given an economy with a set N of traders, any subset

S C N can obtain anything feasible by trading among themselves and the

membership of S can form an effective set against any imputation which

offers them less. Figure 1 shows the payoffs for a three person game.

The curve ab is the projection into a two dimensional payoff subspace

92

b1

P3

FIGURE 1

of the contract curve arising from trade between traders 1 and 2. The

curves cd and of shoy projections of the other contract curves. The

curved surface ,19293 is the Pareto optimal surface for all three traders

and the cylinder aba'b' punches out the domain of domination 83 a'b'

of traders 1 and 2.

The key element to note is that the feasible set of outcome for

t%
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a set S of traders Is Independent of the actions of S . The von

Neumann-orgenstern and the Haranyi characteristic functions wll be

the same. If we consider an n-person constant sum game it Is reasonable

to assume that the goals of S are diametrically opposed to those of S and

thus the von Neumann-Horgenstern calculation adequately reflects the

cost of threat to S . The concept of a c-game is a modeling concept.

It refers to a game in cooperative form which is "adequately" represented

by its von Neumann-Morgenstern characteristic function. Both n person

constant sum games and "orthogonal coalition games" have this property.

An orthogonal coalition game has the property that once a coalition has

been formed what it obtains depends upon it alone. Market games (see

Shapley and Shubik (1969)) also have this property but economies with

production or organized markets do not necessarily have this property.

Figure 2 sketches some of the modeling choices.

Basic economic data on Individuals
d possibly on coalitions

Assumption on trade

Cooperative form Q and strategic market

c-games games

Q Cooperative form non-
c-games

For large replications
"almost" c-games

FIGURE 2

$t
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The attempts to reconcile the strategic game noncooperative approaches

with Walrasian economics have concentrated on modeling and analysis in-

volved in (1). These include Shapley and Shubik (1967), Gabzewicz and

Vial (1972) for closed nonsymmetric Cournot models; Shubik (1973), Shapley

and Shubik (1977) and Dubey and Shubik (1978a) for closed symmetric Cournot

models; Dubey and Shubik (1978b) for closed symmetric Cournot models with

trade, production and trade in sequence; and Novshek and Sonnenschein (1978)

for Nash-Cournot models with small efficient scale and set-up costs.

The results of Dubey, Mas Colell, and Shubik (.1980) indicate

*that with a continuum of traders many different market mechanisms will

lead to the same outcomes. This suggests that in large economies market

structures form very weak externalities. Although to date little work

has been done in 0 i.e. on games in coalitional or cooperative form

derived from strategic market games, we suspect that with the appropriate

conditions, for large games with many small players, for many (but not

all) analyses the distinction between a characteristic function formed

directly from the basic data and one formed from a strategic market game

will not matter.

Our prime concern in this paper is with games in coalitional form

derived directly from the underlying economic data. Many of the basic

difficulties in modeling production, indivisibilities, entry, exit and

mergers can be considered directly using the coalitional form without

first constructing a strategic form of the game.

The definition of the characteristic function for an exchange

economy is more or less natural and in keeping with the idea that any

combination of trades is possible. But when we introduce production we

it, Lfhere are now problems with voting stock and the ownership of produc-

tion.

. .,
.........
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face problems in describing what a coalition can achieve. Given a set

of production technologies, are they owned by society as a whole, are

they individually owned, or are there shares?

When production sets are general convex sets the problem of owner-

ship becomes critical in defining the feasible production possibilities

of groups. One way to model production is to imagine the existence of

k production sets which are jointly owned by the n economic agents

in the economy; thus as an initial endowment individual i owns

(0i,l, ..., e,k ) shares in the production possibility sets. We must

then provide a convention to decide upon what a set S can produce.

The introduction of shares raises control as well as ownership problems.

One somewhat pessimistic but simple way of defining the characteristic

function is to assume that any coalition S is permitted to use its own

resources and any production set in which it owns a controlling block

of shares.

A straightforward and minimally institutional, in effect noninsti-

tutional,way to allow for production is to define the productive capabilities

of each coalition a priori. In this manner no firms are specified, but

they are implicit in coalition production.

The introduction of coalition production, however, creates another

set of difficulties. If we assume, as did Hildenbrand (1968), that the

production correspondence, which assigns a technology to each coalition,

is additive so there are no gains in production to collusion, then no

problem exists. The distinction between individual and joint ownership

dissolves and the c-property in defining the characteristic function is

preserved. If the production correspondence Is additive and convex-

valued, and if there is a continutm of agents, then there is an equivalence

.

.,
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between the core and the equilibrium allocations.

A number of authors have subsequently considered models with coali-

tion production whereas in Hildenbrand (1968, 1970), a production pos-

sibility set is given a priori for each coalition. While these models

allow for a distinction, in general, betweep individually owned and

collectively owned technologies, the c-property is still preserved. How-

ever, these models all involve some type of "belancedness" assumption on

the production correspondence. To describe these models and the balanced-

ness assumptionlet A - {1, ..., n) denote the set of agents in the economy,

let Y[S] denote the production possibility set for each non-empty sub-

set S of A , and let i denote the "aggregate production possibility"

set. It is not necessarily the case that Y - Y[A] ; the motivation for

distinguishing between 1 and Y[A] will become clear.

One approach to defining the aggregate production possibility set

is to have Y[A] - Y ; then the only feasible productions for the

economy are members of Y[A] . In this case the production possibility

sets Y[S] are only used to define the possibilities open to a coalition

S in determining the core of the economy. This approach has been used

by Boehm (1974a, 1974b), Sondermann (1972), and Champsaur (1974).2

Another approach to defining the aggregate production possibility

set Is to specify that there is some given collection C of "allowable

coalition structures" of A where each member C of C is a collection

of subsets of A satisfying the property that U S - A . Informally,
Sec

if C is in C , then those subsets S in C can all coexist as

2 For the purposes of this discussion, we do not, of course, even attempt
to describe the generality of the models considered by other authors.
We do, however, try to capture the essence of the models and the types
of assumptions made.

. ,
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productive coalitions, i.e. firms. Two particular specifications of C

have been studied; (1) C is a subset of the set of all partitions of

A and (2) C is the set consisting of all collections C of subsets

of A such that U S - A ( C is not necessarily a partition). In
SEC

both cases the aggregate production possibility set is then defined by

- U .Y[S] . The first specification of C was considered by
CCC SEC

Ichiishi (1977)3 and the second by Boehm (1973). We remark that in

either case, we do not necessarily have Y[A] - Y ; the set Y¥A] is

interpreted as the production possibility set of the agents in A acting

collectively (i.e. as one firm), whereas the set Y may include possi-

bilities arising from other allowable coalition structures of A besides

{A) itself.

At this point, some interpretive remarks concerning the various

definitions of the aggregate production possibility set are in order.

However, it is convenient to first consider an assumption made by all

these authors to obtain their results concerning existence of equilibria

and nonemptiness of cores--the assumption of "balancedness." To describe

the "balancedness" assumption, we first need to define a balanced family

of subsets of the set of agents. Recall that a family 0 of subsets of

A Is balanced lf for soe set of weights, w > 0 foreach SEB , wehave

Sws - where Bi - S C B : i CS) for each agent i in A . The
SE8O

aggregate production possibility set Y is then balanced if for every

balanced family 0 of subsets of A we have WsY[S] C Y ." All these
SCO

3Since we are considering a finite economy, while Ichiishi considered
ones with general measure spaces of agents our formulations appear soue-
what different from his. For our case, however, our specifications are

r essentially equivalent to his.

""1"
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authors made sufficient assumptions to ensure that the aggregate produc-

tion possibility set I was convex and contained the origin.

First, consider the case where 9 is defined equal to Y[A]

Since a partition of A is a balanced family (with weights one for eac

member of the partition), balancedness of I Implies that I Y[S] C
SEP

where P is a partition of A . Thus the approach used by Boehm (1974a,

1974b) and Sondermann (1972) is, in some respects, an apparently special

case of the approach taken by Ishiishi since Ishiishi permitted the col-

lection of allowable coalition structures to be a subset of the set of

all partitions. However, the balancedness assumption, also used by

Ishiishi, implies that for any partition P of A , we have

[Y[S]C U XY[S]

SeP CaC SEC

Thus we have, for this version of Ishiishi's model,

U Y[S] C U Y[S -^
PQI(A) S&P CeC SEC

where 1(A) denotes the collection of all partitions of A ; the aggre-

gate technology set contains all those productions which can be realized

by the partition of the set of agents into productive coalitions. Con-

sequently, in all cases considered, once balancedness Is assumed, the

aggregate technology set Y contains Y[S] for any partition P of A
SaP

4 Sondermann used a strong balancedness asumption to ensure that there
were "ncreasing returns to coalition size."

The additivity assumption of the production correspondence made
by Hildenbrand and others implies balancedncss. To see this, observe
that with additivity, for any coalition S , we have YS] - Y({i] .

IS
Let 0 be a balanced family of subsets of A with weights wS , S 6 •
Then w5,,[,] - w ,,( I Y[,i)]) - ,,,[,i)j - Y 11i), -[

NoP SCP iGS ICA S9 6 I 14A

L ,. '
- ,
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The essential difference, then,between the models of Ishiishi (and

also Hildenbrand and Sondermann) 4nd Boehm (1973) is that, in the Ishiishi

model, with a feasible state of the economy there is associated a parti-

tion of agents and in the Boehm model, there is associated a collection

of sets vhose union covers the set of agents but is not necessarily a

partition. Ishlishi justifies his modeling approach by reference to the

labor managed market economy where it is generally assumed that a laborer

can work for (and be a part of the management of) one and only one firm.

Boehm, on the other hand, considers Y[S] as the technology set that
5

the agents in S can collectively own.

Although numerous examples can be developed to illustrate situa-

tions where the balancedness assumption is satisfied (cf. Sondermann

(1972)), it is very easy to generate examples where the aggregate produc-

tion possibility set is not balanced. Some examples are contained in

Section 3 of this paper. Also, it is easy to see that if for all coali-

tions S , either we have Y[S] - 0 or there are set-up costs which

must be incurred before any positive amount of output can be produced,

then the balancedness condition will in general not be satisfied. Con-

sequently, although some specific examples can be developed showing

balancedness of the aggregate technology set and set-up costs for some

firms, it is restrictive to assme balancedness in the presence of set-

up costs.

In the next section of this paper, we develop a replication model

of a coalition production economy. As is standard, we take as given a

basic production correspondence Y mapping subsets of agents into pro-

duction possibility sets. For each coalition S of agents we take the

-
5 In an appendix, we show that our results can be applied to both these

situations.

4
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set of all partitionsl of S into non-empty subsets as the set of allow-

able coalition structures of S , i.e. the aggregate production possibility

set for S is Y[S] - U Y Y[S'] where P(S) is the set of all
FW(S) S'F6P

partitions of S into non-empty subsets. In the appendix, we show that

the class of allowable coalition structures can be generalized. For our

theorems, the important, and essential, feature of allowable coalition

structures is that superadditivity of Y obtains; i.e. we require that

given any two disjoint subsets S and S' , we have Y[S] + Y[S']

C Y[S U S'] . A simple and natural set of allowable coalition structures

ensuring superadditivity of Y is the set of partitions. No balanced-

ness assumptions are made. Also, there may be set-up costs, non-convexities,

and indivisibilities. Almost the only restriction made is that there

is some convex cone Y* satisfying the usual properties of a production

set and each set Y[SJ Is contained in Y*

We obtain two results showing non-emptiness of approximate cores

of the economy for all sufficiently large replications. One is simply

a restatement of our theorem concerning non-emptiness of the weak asymp-

totic core of sequences of superadditive replica games, but stated in

terms of the economic variables. The other is that,given £ > 0 ,for

all sufficiently large replications of the economy there are allocations

which are, in per-capita terms, approximately feasible and which cannot

be "e-improved upon" by any coalition of agents. Informally, for the

first theorem, the condition which is relaxed is the feasibility condi-

tion and, for the second, it is that an c-core allocation cannot be

c-improved upon by any coalition of agents. In the literature on approxi-

mate cores and equilibria, there are both these types of results for other

economic models (compare, for example, Henry (1972), Broome (1972) and Dierker
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(1971) vith Starr (1969) and Shapley and Shubik (1966).

In the next section of this paper, the formal model and results

are developed. In Section 3 we provide examples of application of our

results. Section 4 concludes Part II of the paper and Section 5 concludes

the entire paper.

2. The Model and Results

Preliminaries

We use the same notation and game theoretic definitions as in Part

I; most of these are not repeated here. The numbering of theorems is

continued from Part I.

Following the notation in Part I, the set of agents of the r

economy is denoted by Ar - {(t,q) : t - 1, ...,T, q a 1, ...,r} . The

set [t] r is the set of agents of type t in the rth economy; all

agents of the same type will be assumed to be identical. Given a subset

S of Ar , let s F R T be the vector defined by its coordinates

at - jS r) [t)rI for t - 1, ..., T . Recall that the vector a is

called the profile of S and given S with profile a , we write

p(S) - a so p(.) maps subsets into their profiles. Let Ir denote

the collection of all profiles of Ar and let I - UI r

r-1

The Model

Let t denote the number of private goods.

The production possibility set available to any coalition S

acting cooperatively to form a firm, is assumed to depend on the profile

of S . Therefore we take as given a correspondence Y from I into

closed subsets of R where, given a in I , Y[s] is the production

4
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possibility set available to any coalition S with profile s o It is

assumed that 0 E.Y[s] for all a in I . Given a coalition S with

P(S) - a , define Y[S] = Y[s]

Given any r and any coalition S contained in Ar , define

T[S] U I Y[S'] where P(S) is the set of all partitions of
M(S) S'CP

S into non-empty subsets. The correspondence V is the aggregate

production correspondence. As indicated earlier, in the appendix we will

generalize the definition of Y so that other "coalition structures"

(collections of subsets of agents which can all coexist as productive

coalitions) besides partitions are allowable.

It Is easy to verify that the correspondence Y is superadditive,

i.e. given any two disjoint non-empty subsets S and S' of agents,

Y(S) +YJS'] Cy[S U S'] . Given a non-empty subset of agents S , a

production for S is a vector z Ey[S]

So that feasible positive outputs do not become virtually free as

the economy is replicated, we assume that there is some set Y* C RL

such that:

(1) Y[s] CY* for all s I

(2) Y* is a closed, convex cone; and

(3) y* 0 ; (0)

In Figure 3, we illustrate some basic production possibility sets

which satisfy the required conditions where, in each diagram ¥* is the

area below the dotted line.

In Figure 4, we demonstrate some possible candidates for Y[s]

for the case where all agents are identical; this illustrates the super-

additivity property.

To keep this application relatively simple, our assumptions on

consumption sets, preferences, and Initial endowments, satisfy standard

- .%IS
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Y[s] is the three dots Y[s] is the heavy line

V[s]
FIGURE 4(a)

Y[2)

FIGURE 4(b)
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properties except for possible indivisibilities. Let (t denote the

consumption set for an arbitrary agent of type t . It is assumed that

X t is closed and has a lower bound for < . Let con Xt denote the con-

t
vex hull of X . For each agent of type t , there is a continuous

utility function utq mapping con it into It, . The idea behind

having the utility function of agent (tq) defined on all of con Xt

instead of Xt itself is that Xt may be restricted by technological

considerations whereas the agent's preferences might ignore such consider-

6
ations. Convexity of preferences is assumed so that if x and x'

are in con Xt and u tq(x) > utq(x,) , then for any real number X where

0 < A < 1 , we have utq(Xx +(1-A)x') > utq(x,) . Each agent (t,q)

has an initial endowment vtq Xt . For each t , all agents of type

t have the same initial endowment so vtq . Vtq' for all q and q

For ease in application of our game-theoretic results, we assume that

utq(wtq ) > 0 for all (t,q)

Given a subset of agents S , an allocation for S is a set

{xtq E Xt : (t,q) . S) . A feasible state of the economy for S or

simply a feasible state for S is a production for S , z 6 Y(S]

and an allocation for the members of S , Ixtq t : (t,q) S S), such

that I (x t q - V tq ) z . The allocation associated with a feasible
tq6S

state for S is called a feasible allocation for S. When S -Ar

for some r , we call a feasible state for S a feasible state of the

rth economy, or, when no confusion is likely to arise, simply a feasible

state.

6This approach permits indivisibilities in consumption while retaining

convexity of preferences and facilitates showing the derived sequence
of games is per-capita bounded. Were we to assume directly that the se-
quence of gomes derived from the sequence of economies is per-capita
bounded (a reasonable assumption), then we could easily drop the assump-
tion of convexity of preferences.

i- . ,
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We now define the sequence of games derived from the sequence of

economies. For each r and each non-empty subset S of Ar , let

A
V r(S) be a subset of Ir such that i is in V r(S) if and only if

for some feasible state of the economy for S vith allocation

xtq C Xt : (t,q) E SI , we have utq(xtq) - juq for each (t,q) in

S . Coordinates of members of V r(S) are ordered appropriately so that

(Ar, Vr)rch satisfies the definition of a sequence of replica games.

It is immediate that the games are superadditive.

It remains to show that (Ar, V ) is per-capita bounded. To
r rr-l

do this, we consider a sequence of games derived from another sequence

of economies, identical to the given sequence except that Y[s] - Y*

for all s in I and the "technologically feasible" consumption set of

an agent of type t is assumed to be con X ; we call this sequence

of economies the *-economies. Let (Ar, V') Go be the sequence of games
r-

derived from the sequence of *-economies. Select a real number K such

-t
that K > max max u * We claim that for all r and all equal-

tUV (A1

treatment payoffs u in V'(A ) , we have utq < K for all (t,q) in
r r

A . Suppose not. Then, for some r , some u with the equal-treatment

--t I q
property in Vr(Ar) , and some type t' , we have u-  > K for all

q . Since u is in V;(Ar) , there is a feasible state of the rth

*-economy, say z e Y* and {xtq FE con Xt : (t,q) F Ar ) , with

I (xtq -V tq) - z . Since Y* is convex and 0 FY* , we have
tq6A

r r
-Y . Since con Xt  Is convex for each t, - x q  I in con itV rq=1

From convexity of preferences utq(- I xtq) , - q for all (t,q) 6 Arq=1
Now the production - is in Ye and xtq ) is in con for

-ei I n i~q
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each (t,q) in A . It follows that max max > u 'q ,K which
t 'UeV (A,)

is a contradiction. Therefore the sequence (Ar, V') is per-capitar -V r-1

bounded. Since, for each r , the set of feasible states for our ori-

ginal economy is contained in the set of feasible states of the *-economy,

we have V r(Ar) C V'(A r) for all r ; therefore the sequence (Ar' Vr),= I

is per-capita bounded.

We can now apply Theorem I of Part I of this paper to the sequence

of derived games to conclude that the weak asymptotic core of the sequence is non-

empty. Our next theorem is simply a restatement of this result in terms of the

underlying economic variables and therefore no additional proof is provided.

Theorem 4. Given any c > 0 and any X > 0 there is an r* such that

for all r > r* , for some allocation for Ar , say (xt q C Xt : (t,q) £ Ar) ,

and some feasible allocation for the rth economy, say

(x* t q E Xt : (t,q) 6 Ar)

(1) for all non-empty subsets S of Ar , if

fx1 tq EX t : (t,q) C Ar} is such that utq(xttq) > utq(xt q) +

for all (t,q) 6 S , then (xtq-wt q ) t V[S] (no subset
tqGS

of agents can product anything unanimously preferred by more

than c to the given allocation), and

(2) 1((t,q) E Ar : x*tq # xtq) < XjArj .

In the following theorem, we use results obtained in Part I to

show that given c > 0 , for all r sufficiently large, there Is an

allocation which cannot be "c-improved upon" by any coalition of agents

in Ar and for any comodity the per-capita difference between the

quantity "allocated" and sow feasible allocation can be made arbitrarily
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small.7  Formally, we have the following theorem:

Theorem 5. Given any C > 0 , there is A G R and an r* such that

for all r > r* , for some allocation {xtq  Xt : (t,q) C Ar ) and some

z Y[A] , we have

(1) -A< (x tq w tq) _ z < a and
tqEA r

(2) the allocation cannot be c-improved upon by any subset S

of A , i.e. (1) of Theorem 4 is satisfied.r

Proof. As in the proof of Theorem 1 there is a u E1R such that

rH u is in the c-core of (At, ) for all r sufficiently large,
i-l rr

where, as previously, r is the balanced cover of the comprehensive cover,
"vr of V . Also, there is an r°  such that for all positive integers

r r 00
nr

n we have 1u* in the c-core of (A Vc  ).
il tr tr 0  0nr

Foreach n, let u 0 eV 0 (A 0r) suchthat u 0 > 11 u; thisispos-
nr nr nr nr i-l

sible from the definition of a comprehensive cover. Denote u simply by u .

For each t , let it e it  such that for (any) q ,

utq(n ) Uin{u' q  : (t, q') F A e Since -- Vro ( ) it follows
q' ro  r Ur ro

that there is such an x for each t . For all j - 1, ., ,tt
let A 6 be sufficiently large so that <Ac (it - jt) - A

k-l tel

where vt  is the initial endowment of an agent of type t .

In the following, for each positive integer r , let n be the

largest positive integer such that nr° r and let j satisfy nr ° +j - r

-Given r , let {xtqe Xt : (t,q) 6 Ar } be an allocation such that

7rr
a analogous result for exchange economies with ndivisibilities and

compact consumption sets has been obtained by Denry (1972).

, t | iI i
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u r n(r 0 for each (tq) 6 A nr0and xr x i for each (t,q)
n r 0  n r 0

with nr < q • r . Since u 0 CV (A 0 there isa
nr nr0  nr

z 0 Y[A 0 satisfying I (xtq -wtq ) =z 0 From the construc-
nro  nr] tqA r nr

tion of xt for each t and of A , we have -A • (xt  w q -z • t

t- tq*Ar  nr° -
r

Also, since ut (xrt) >r u for each (t,q) 6 Ar  and since Hl u* is
i=1

in the c-core of (A, c) , it follows that the allocation cannot ber' r

c-improved upon by any subset S of Ar

Q.E.D.

This proof, given the generality of the result, is extraordinarily

simple. This is because we employ the more difficult results obtained

in Part I; especially the existence of the equal-treatment "limit payoff"

r
u* with the property that n u* is in the c-core of (Ar, ) for

i-l r

all sufficiently large r , and the fact that given any r0  there is

n_
an n such that if U F_ (A ), then 1 u i. VCr(A ) (Lema 2 in

r0  r0  i-l nr nr

Part I). The simplicity of the result illustrates the power of Theorem

1-the non-emptiness of weak asymptotic cores.

The "e-Improvement" rather than simply "improvement" in the pre-

ceeding theorems is in part required by the fact that no finite economy

necessarily exhausts all "increasing returns to coalition size." To

illustrate this, n Figure 5 we depict two simple special cases to illus-

trate "Increasing returns to coalition size" where Y[S] depends only

on the number of agents in S . In Figure 5(a) and (b), Y(n] denotes

the upper boundary of the production possibility set for a coalition

containing n agents. The idea is that production becomes more and more

-- , N.
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Y* FIGURE 5(a)
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efficient as the number of agents in the economy increases (although Y[n]

remains bounded by T* ). The problems created by the possibility of

"increasing returns to coalition size" can be eliminated by a "minimum

efficient scale" assumption. We say that there is a minimum efficient

scale for productive coalitions, MPC, if there is an r* such that for

all r > r* , Y [A C U Y [S] where P*(Ar) is a partition ofPC*(Ar)Srt

Ar with p(S) < P(Ard) for all S in P*(A r),

Another reason for the necessity of "c-improvement" for positive

c is that the sequence of derived games is not necessarily comprehen-

A
sive in 1R+r and does not necessarily satisfy the "quasi-transferable

utility" property, QTU--the property that the boundaries of the payoff

A
sets in 3R+ do not contain line segments parallel to the coordinate

planes (this is formally defined in Part 1). If the derived games were

comprehensive (or at least comprehensive in an appropriate subset of

A r
R + ), and satisfied HPC and also QTU, then it seems the theorems could

be obtained for any non-negative c . One way to ensure the QTU and com-

prehensiveness properties would be satisfied is to assume that there is an in-

finitely divisible good with which everyone is initially endowed and which has

$"over-riding" desirability-i.e. an agent can be compensated for not

getting a unit of the indivisible comodity by an increased allocation

of the divisible good (see Broom (1972) for further discussion and an

exact definition of "over-ridingdesirability").8  Since the model

is an example of an application of our theorem, these issues are not

further investigated herein.

8The over-riding desirability of an infinitely divisible good has become
standard, Cf. Nas-COllel (1975) and Kahn and Yamazaki (1981).

-"*
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Before concluding this section, we remark that an obvious exten-

sion to the model would be to allow the preferences of agents to depend

on the profiles of the set of agents with whom joint production is under-

taken. The only difficulty in extending Theorem 4 to this case is in

determining conditions under which utility functions are per-capita bounded,

i.e. we would need to rule out the possibility that equal-treatment

utilities could become arbitrarily large because of the increasing coali-

tion size. Of course, Theorem 4 would then be stated in terms of both

an allocation of goods and an admissible coalition structure since

utilities would be, in part, determined by the coalition structure. The

extension of Theorem 5 would require the specification of a "coalition

structure" of a set of agents with "approximately" the same number of

agents of each type as actually in the economy.

3. Some Simple Examples

We present simple examples in this section to illustrate our model

applied to set-up costs, entry, exit and merger.

Model 1. Set-up costs with decreasing returns

Consider a set A of n Individuals each with a utility function

of the form

(1) U1-znlx i , Y]

and initial endowments (2,0) for each agent. Any coalition S containing

a mmbers has available a production functions of the form:

(2) y - max[O, (a-z -1)]

where z is the (negative) input of the first good. The production

%4
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FIGURE 6

function has a set-up cost of 1 unit of input. Furthermore as is shown in

Figure 6, the symmetric optimization can be represented on a diagram shoving

the preferences of a representative individual. The curved lines repre-

sent the production possibilities frontiers. The characteristic function

is easy to calculate as is noted below.

Given the simplicity of the utility functions, at a sysmetric equi-

librium we require x -I thus Inputs will be n(2 -x I and If a

"tplants" or production functions are used

(the superscript I Is dropped, but implicit) or

(4) (nx+@) -awsn/-~

Siving
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(5 X -8 + a2 + av4S + s a2 + 89n
(5) -s2ax2

82n

The n individuals acting together must select an optimal number of plants to

operate. Utilizing equation (5) we must optimize over a , for integral

values of s . Per-capita payoffs are illustrated for a = 1

n 1 2 3 4 5 10

1 .3028 .3956 .3975 .3853 .3708 .3110

2 -- .3028 .3744 .3956 .4000 .3709

3 .. ... .3028 .3593 .3845 .3941

4 --- . .3028 .3492 .4000

5 .-. .3028 .3956

6 .. .... .3845

When a = 1 the optimum is with 40 percent of the firms (production func-

tions) active. Thus for n - 5k , the optimal number of firms is k

where k - 1, 2, ..... .The characteristic function for any game with

n < 5 can be constructed from this table.

It is straightforward to observe that for a > 1 the optimal coali-

tion size grows smaller. Fewer active plants per-capita are needed.

Returning to a - I , games with n - 1, 2, 3 and n - 0 nod 5

have cores. All others have c-cores for sufficiently large positive c

and e can be allowed to become arbitrarily mall as n .

Model 2. Set-up costs, constant returns and capacity

Figure 7(a) Aows the production function utilized in Model 1.

The presence of decreasing returns to scale plus a set-up cost produces

a 'U-shaped" average coot-curve and leads automatically to the definition

of a finsmm efficient size for the firm. If constant returns are asusd,

Ilk
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FIGURE 7

apart from the set-up cost, then without an exogenously introduced capacity

as is shown in Figure 7(b), the firm would have unlimited (though diminish-

ing) increasing returns to scale as it spreads overheads over larger pro-

duction. Figure 8 shows this for the production function given by

(6) y - max[O, -az -1]

with no capacity constraint. It is drawn for a - 1 where individual

resources are (2,0). The three production conditions illustrated ACIP1 ,

AC2P2, and AP, show the utilization of one firm by 1, 2 and then a con-

tinuum of agents. The well known problkm of pric ig with increasing

returns is Illustrated. If price is set at p - 1 only variable costs

are covered, excluding set-up costs. In the continuum case the set-up

costs arp spread so thin that they are zero per-capita and p - 1 covers

full costs as is indicated by AP.

For the unrestricted capacity the characteristic function can be

,I
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written as
9

(7) f(O) - 0

f(s) - -I-I 2a a s-1..., n
a+l )

This is totally balanced; cores exist for games of any size.

If a capacity constraint is imposed this is not so. We illustrate

this vith a - I and a capacity on each Individual firm of k - 3/2

(8) f(O) - 0

3 1

35f(s) -- a a-2, 4, 6, 8, ..

9As only numbers, not identity, count here we use f(s) rather than v(S)
or V(S)
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It can be seen immediately that all efficient coalitions are of size 2.

All games for n even have cores. F rthermore

Jim (8 9J +2 for a -1, 3,5, ..

hence if we were to commence with an economy with an even number of agents,

g and replicate (or alternatively "fractionate" the agents) then for

any economy with gt agents for t - 1, 2, ... the associated game

(gt, f) will have a core and in the Limit the core may be interpreted

in terms of a price system. For gt odd,only an c-core exists although

in the limit the same price system emerges.

Model 3. Externalities and industry size

There are at least three distinct economic problems wrapped up

in the discussion of entry. They are (1) indivisibilities and set-up

costs; (2) entry, exit, merger and organizational costs and timing and

(3) longer run externalities to the firm and even the industry which

directly influence productivity. The first we have dealt with in Models

1 and 2; the second Is dealt with below in Model 4 and the third Is

considered here.

Marshall (1890) in his partial equilibrium description of the

firm and industry painted a picture giving a broad sweep of nonspecific

industrial dynamics and organization. This included items such as better

education, comiications and other aspects of the social Infrastructure

which might Improve owing to the growth of industry and feed back to

improve productivity. The other possibilities include overcrowding, growth

of crime, clogging of transportation and so forth. An example of a pro-

- duction technology reflecting these economies is exhibited in (9) where

J-.-N
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(9) y max[O, (-assz - 1)]

productivity is first favorably then unfavorably influenced by coalition

size. 0Explanations of capacity, innovation, productivity and indus-

trial organization call for fartors which are usualty not described in

general equilibrium models and are treated either verbally or (correctly

so) in an ad hoc manner in studies of industrial organization.

Many of the factors to be considered are like local public goods

where externalities to the individual are a function of population size

and composition. An example of this variety has been presented in Part I

of this paper; hence we do not develop this one further.

4. A Note on Entry, Exit and Merger

Most of the writings on general equilibrium have been concerned

with statics. Much of the work on oligopoly theory utilizing the Cournot-

Nash equilibria has also been static. Yet at the least the analysis of

entry, exit or merger calls for comparative statics. A desire to recon-

cile Cournot-Nash and Walrasiav equilibria calls for building closed

strategic market games. The problems of nonconvexity or, more generally,

non-balancedness, caused by set-up costs, indivisibilities and other

factors are related to but different from the problems of entry, exit

and merger. With the former nonconvexity is the key factor. With the

latter, capital, tie, Information and flexibility are central.

It is suggested here that the examples we have presented in Models

1 and 2 and sodels such as that of Novshek and Sonnenschein

(1978) provide reasonably adequate models of set-up costs but do not

- 1 OThis function could easily he modified to depend on profiles for the case
where the nuber of types Is greater than one.
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catch che fundamental nonsymmatry between a firm on existence and a firm-

in-being, or potential entrant.

The conventions of accounting make a distinction between the capi-

tal account and current account that is not made in most equilibrium

models, under the implicit or explicit claim that it is more general

and less arbitrary to ignore this distinction. Yet, in general, entry

and exit costs are capital account items and aet-up costs and overheads

are current account items. This distinction in its most elementary form

can be made in the characteristic function; and we could make it in a

further model.

The accounting distinction between current and capital accounts,

which undoubtedly has a great deal of arbitrariness to it,may neverthe-

less be looked at as an important way of modeling an economy that is

closed in space and agents, but open in time. In particular, somehow or

other, capital stock needs to be represented in at least some aggregated

form.

An adequate study of entry, exit and merger, calls for a specifica-

tion of the Same in extensive form, or at the least in strategic form.

A strategic description of the basic aspects of threats, timingsignalling

and even explicit negotiation involved in merger activities or in studies

of entry and exit is beyond the scope of the type of modeling done at

the level of generality of general equilibrium. Dealing with the exten-

sive form we can more or less manage an entry move or set-up expenditure,

purchase of materials, production and sales. But it is hard to remain

general and fully specify a Same of any complexity in strategic form.

In this paper we have adopted a finesse of institutional detail

and even the description of moves by going directly to a coalitional form

-
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without specification of individual strategies. Our defense of this

approach is that by merely using some reasonably plausible assumptions

on a large replica economy we can obtain limit results of considerable

generality and interest without comitting ourselves to strategic detail.

The merger, exit and entry of the firms are all implicit in the

coalition production conditions at a level sufficient to illustrate prop-

erties of the c-core and to construct examples where the utilization of

production sets by various coalitions can be interpreted as the endogenous

formation of firms. Yet we wish to warn against the dangers of making

easy analysis where the bridging of the gap between verbal description

and the mathematics requires large flights of imagination. We regard

both our work and the work utilizing games in strategic form as having

taken only a rudimentary step in reconciling game theoretic models of

closed economies with the Walrasian system.

The stress in this paper has been upon nonbalancedness and noncon-

vexities caused by indivisibilities, externalities and group effects. This

extra economic information provides a basis for being able to calculate

which of the players will be active in production. As such our theory n-

cludes firm distribution and size as endogenous variables. This is a first

step towards capturing the dynamics of entry, exit and merger.

Finally, as remarked in the introduction, recently there has been

renewed interest in showing that Nash-Cournot equilibria converge to

Walrasian equilibria as an economy becomes large. In particular, in a

model with endogenous firm formation Novshek and Sonnenshein (1978) have

shown that when firms have minimum efficient scale bounded away from

zero1 1 then a Nash-Cournot equilibrium will exist for all sufficiently

And, of course, some other conditions are satisfied.

M
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large economies and these equilibria converge to competitive equilibria

of the limit economy. The results obtained herein are only for approxi-

mate cores of the class of economies considered; no limit economy nor

equilibria of the limit economy have been defined. If we shoved the

allocations in the approximate cores converge to competitive equilibria,

then our results would be analogous to those of Novshek and Sonnenschein

but for the cooperative solution of the core rather than the non-

cooperative Nash-Cournot equilibrium. While demonstrating such convergeace

is clearly beyond the scope of this paper, there is reason to believe

the convergence result can be obtained.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, Parts I and II, we have developed a theorem stating

quite general conditions under which large replica games have non-empty

approximate cores and demonstrated that the theorem can be applied to

games derived from a diverse collection of economic models. In particular,

the theorem can be applied to economic situations where, previously,

almost all 1 2 results showing non-emptiness of cores have relied on

"balancedness" assumptions as in the coalition production economy liter-

ature or on a number-theoretic assumption (which is actually a '"balancedness"-

type assumption).13 Also, by making appropriate, additional restrictions

on the production correspondence, it is obvious that the results in

1 An exception Is Wooders (1980); however, the result in that paper de-
panda on the fact that preferences and/or production possibilities depend
only on the number of agents in a jurisdiction instead of, more generally,
profiles of jurisdiction.

1 3 In Wooders (1978, 1980a), the nu er-theoretic assumption ensures that
agents can be appropriately partitioned into jurisdictions for the non-
mptiness of the core to obtain.
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Part II apply to standard Arrow-Debreu economic models of private goods

economies with production.

The generality of our results, however, has been achieved at some

cost. In particular, we have adopted a replication approach whereas

techniques currently in use to show non-emptiness of approximate cores

of private goods economies do not rely on replication, cf. Khan and

Yamazaki (1981). However, as the example in the appendix to Part I

illustrates, economies where partitioning of agents into groups for the

purposes of joint production and/or consumption wvthin the groups create

different difficulties than ones with private goods only. Moreover, as

our other applications illustrate, our game-theoretic results can be applied

to a broad class of economic models.

%
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APPENDIX

In this appendix, we show that the set of "allowable coalition

structures" can be generalized.

Given any non-empty subset of agents S we take as given a priori

a non-empty family C(S) where each member of C(S) is a collection

of subsets of S . It is assumed that

(1) given any C E C(S) , we have S C V S' (allowable coali-
S 'EC

tion structures of S cover S );

(2) if C EC(S) and C' 6 C(S') where S and S' are non-

empty, disjoint subsets of agents, then {S : S E C u C')

C(S U S') ;

and (3) if S and S' are non-empty subsets of agents where

P(S) - P(S') , then there is a one to one mapping, say , ,

of C(S) onto C(S') such that if *(C) - C' , then the

collection of profiles of members of C equals those of C'

For the purposes of this appendix, given any non-empty subset of

agents S , we define Y[S] - V cY[S' ] . We need to show that
CGC(S) S'C

Y satisfies two properties: V is superadditive and, if S and S'

have the same profiles, then T[S] - Y[S'] . It Is then obvious that

the theorems of Section 2 of this paper can be applied to the model where
evl the aggregate production possibility set is T as defined in this appendix.

To show Y Is auperadditive, let S and S* be two disjoint

non-empty subsets of agents. Let x and x* be in Y[S] and Y[S*]

respectively. Lot C 6 C(S) such that z a j Y[S'I and let C* C C(S*) be
3 c

i~ ~ ~ ~~~~~~~~" - 'Al l .. 1 IliJiI
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such that x* 6 I Y[S'] . From assumption (2) on allowable

coalition structures we have

x + x* C I Y[S' I + Y[S'] - , Y[S'J . Y[S U S'I . Thereforecc 5'GC* S CUC*

Y is auperadditive correspondence.

Let S and S* be non-empty subsets of agents where p(S) - p(S*)

Let C C C(S) and let {s1 , ..., sk, ..., sk ) denote the collection of

profiles (not necessarily distinct) of members of C . From assumption

(3) there is a C* F C(S*) such that the collection of profiles of members

of C* equals that of C. Since, for any S' , Y[S'] depends only

K

on the profile of S' , e have YS Iak i -l'

It follows that Y[S] V Y[S*]
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